
 
 

 

       Class IV   Semester Assessment II

1. Tick the correct Answer.  
1) The modern Olympic games Began in __________

a) 1899   b)1896  
2) The Olympic has ________ colour of background and five interlocking rings.

a) white   b) blue  
3) The ____________giant tortoise is the largest tortoise in the world.

a) Galapagos  b) Chinese box 
4) Where does camel store its fat? 

a) stomach   b) hump 
5) Animals that live on land are called _________

a) aquatic   b) terrestrial
6) The natural surroundings of an animal is called its _______

a) thermostat   b) habitat 
7) A carefree young boy who lives with aunt polly in Petersburg ______

a) Tom   b) Johns  
8) The wise black panther who protects Mowgli from danger _____

a) Johns    b) Bagheera
9) A young boy who sets sails in search of the Treasure danger_________ 

a) Jim  b) Peter   
10) The fairy who tries to help Peter but gets stuck in drawer ______

a) Whinny bell   b) Tinker Bell
11) The headmaster of Hogwarts School who helps Harry Potter ____________

a) Dumbledore  b) Dragon  
12) The Owner of a chocolate factory who hides five golden tickets among his Wonka bars _____

a) Willy Wonka  b) Bosky  
13) The energy from Sun is called _____

a) Solar   b) Water  
14) Chalk is a Soft ______ rock. 

a) White   b) Black 
15) These Dances wear kimonos and use fans 

a) Nihon Buyo  b) Chinese dance 
16) The dancers hold a musicals creature up on poles and moves it around to make it dance 

a) Dragon  b) Chinese  
17) Which of these is used in a team sport? 

a) Ball – bet  b) hand gloves 
18) Which of these sportspersons is associ

a) LeBron James b) Chris Gayle 
19) Which game is played on a large table with differently

a) carrom   b) Snooker  
20) The Summer Olympic 2016 were held in

a) London   b) Brazil 
21) India’s first food bank established in June ______
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The modern Olympic games Began in __________ 
  c)1888   d)1880  

has ________ colour of background and five interlocking rings. 
  c) yellow   d) red  

The ____________giant tortoise is the largest tortoise in the world. 
b) Chinese box  c) Russian  d) African spurred 

  c) liver   d) neck  
Animals that live on land are called _________ 

b) terrestrial  c) mammal   d) reptile s 
of an animal is called its _______ 

  c) Aquatic   d) reptile  
A carefree young boy who lives with aunt polly in Petersburg ______ 

  c) William   d) Peter  
The wise black panther who protects Mowgli from danger _____ 

b) Bagheera  c) Willy   d) James 
A young boy who sets sails in search of the Treasure danger_________  

 c) Micky   d) Thomas peter  
The fairy who tries to help Peter but gets stuck in drawer ______ 

b) Tinker Bell c) Dumbledore  d) Hanson  
of Hogwarts School who helps Harry Potter ____________ 

  c) Uncle Dough  d) Smith  
The Owner of a chocolate factory who hides five golden tickets among his Wonka bars _____

  c) Smith   d) Micky  
from Sun is called _____ 

  c) Thermal   d) Geothermal 

  sc) Copper  d) Cement  
These Dances wear kimonos and use fans  

b) Chinese dance  c) Indian   d) Tibetan  
s hold a musicals creature up on poles and moves it around to make it dance 

  c) Nepali   d) Mysuru  
Which of these is used in a team sport?  

b) hand gloves  c) Shoes   d) helmet  
Which of these sportspersons is associated with basketball?  

b) Chris Gayle  c) Martine   d) John Sinha  
is played on a large table with differently-coloured balls and a cue stick?

  c) tennis   d) football  
The Summer Olympic 2016 were held in __________ 

  c) China   d) India  
in June ______ 
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d) African spurred  

The Owner of a chocolate factory who hides five golden tickets among his Wonka bars _____ 

d) Geothermal  

s hold a musicals creature up on poles and moves it around to make it dance  

 
stick? 



 

 

a)2004   b) 2012  c)2010   d) 1998  
22) Who worked to save the sand dunes in Goa? 

a) Sunita William  b) Norma Alvares c) Prachi Desai  d) Sangita Singh  
23) Who started environmental awareness drive called ‘Young rangers’ in school across India?  

a) Sanjoy Monga b) Romulus   c) Jane Goodall d) Ballet  
24) The digit 1 followed by 1000 zeros is called ___________ 

a) google   b) Googol  c) Gelcoat  d) Thousand  
25) Dragon dance is popular dance in ________.  

a) China   b) Brazil   c) Spain   D) Paris  

 
2. Fill in the blanks.  
1) Yogeshwar Dutt, Mary Kom and Abhinav Bindra have won medals for India. 

2) If WARERMELON is coded as NOLEMRETAW, PINEAPPLE will be coded as ELPPAENIP. 

3) The Galapagos Giant Tortoise has a good sense of smell. 

4) Chalk is a soft white rock. 

5) Blackboard is made from a dark-coloured stone called slate.  

6) India’s first food bank was established in June 2012. 

7) Unicycle Football play with an oval-shaped ball while riding a cycle with a single wheel.  

8) The players ride bikes that have skis in place of wheels that called snow biking.  

9) Jane Goodallis animal rights activist and work to protect chimpanzees.  

10) Hockey is played with curved stick and a ball.  

11) Terrestrial animals live on land.  

12) Leo is name of a constellation.  

13) The name google was a misspelling of the word googol. 

14) If deuce = tennis, then smash= Badminton.  

15) ABA BCB  CDC DED  EFEFGF . 

16) Cauliflower, Broccoli save food in their flowers. 

17) Carrot, radish store food in their roots. 

18) Spinach, Cabbage store food in their leaves.  

 

3. Write true or false.  
1) Tessy Thomas is a famous scientist- True.     

2) Doing yoga keeps our body and mind healthy. True  

3) Makar Sankranti is celebrated in October. False  

4) Ramanujan trophy is associated with tennis game. True 

5) The world oldest football club in Sheffield, England. True 

6) A bouncing surface that is used for jumping up down as a sport. True 

7) Deepika Kumari is an archer. True 



 

 

8) You are with group of friends and you talk only about what interests you. False 

9) Have been invited for dinner party. You wait for everyone before eating. True 

10) You have fever take medicine without asking your parents. False 

 

4. Match the following.  
1) Camel   - Terrestrial animal  
2) Hockey   - play with ball and curved stick  
3) Makarsankranti  - celebrates in January  
4) Leo   - its name of constellation  
5) Shanghai Maglev - high speed Bullet train  
6) Vishu festival  - Month of April  
7) ChapchatKut  - Month of March  
8) Dragon Dance   - popular in China  
9) Flamenco Dance  - Lively dance in Spain  
10) Tap soil   - Type of farming  

 

5. Write jumbled name of given words.  
1) CKYOH – HOCKY  
2) LYOMPCI – OLYMPIC  
3) NOTNIMDBA – BADMINTON  
4) KREOONS – SNOOKER  
5) DALNNEG - ENGLAND  
6) DONGAR - DRAGON  
7) UPMH - HUMP  
8) CONEMAFL – FLAMENCO  
9) SLTEA - SLATE  
10) GKIBINSWON - SNOWBIKING 

 

6. be a detective, Solve these secret codes.  
1) In a certain code BAD is written as 214 and BIG is written as 297, how will you write  
DIG in that code?   DIG – 497s 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
   
 


